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Event Overview
Bring about lots of competitive spirit with a fun and physical activity like 
Dodgeball, a classic schoolyard game that makes for an amazing team away day. 
Great for encouraging lots of teamwork and collaboration, everyone will get to 
play a classic game of dodgeball as well as a host of other dodgeball-themed mini 
games throughout the day.

Whether you have a completely brand new team and you’re looking for the perfect 
icebreaker, or perhaps you simply want to do something that involves lots of 
physical fun, dodgeball is a fantastic idea to consider arranging for you and your 
colleagues.

Outdoor1-2 HrsNationwide10-500
People

Benefits Include...
Team Bonding

Fun for All

Light-Hearted Competitiveness

Working towards a common goal

Sense of Achievement

Building Relationships

Free Venue Finding Service 
Let us find the ideal venue to perfectly suit your activities & needs.
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What Happens At Your Event?
On the day, your activity will begin with a short briefing from your activity host. 
They will be there to make sure the day runs smoothly but also to double-up as 
a referee for your dodgeball game. They will explain the rules of the game before 
splitting you up into your teams.

During the event, you’ll get to put on your team bibs and head to the court to 
battle it out in a classic game of dodgeball, with the aim of the game being to hit as 
many opposing players as you can whilst ducking and diving out of the way of 
incoming shots! As previously mentioned, there will also be some short 
dodgeball-based minigames to play throughout the activity as well.

What’s Included?
Experienced event manager to host your 
event

Play a variety of mini dodgeball games, 
packed with action

Team bibs, dodgeballs and venue hire are 
all included

Your event manager will double up as a 
referee during the event

Full risk assessments & £5million public 
liability insurance

Well-kept and maintained equipment
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Add-Ons

£70+ VAT

MEDALS

PER 10 MEDALS

UPGRADE TO OUR ACTIVITY ADD-ON BUNDLE...

PA SOUND SYSTEM SCOREBOARDTROPHY

£250.00 
+ VAT
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Our Clients

99% of our customers think we’re better than great!
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We deliver 5,000 events a year,
every year.
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For more information, please feel free to contact us:
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